This study intends to determine whether replacing fuzzy TM matches by suggestions from neural machine translation (NMT) can decrease the post-editing effort. We compare the post-editing distance of TM fuzzy matches and of NMT suggestions based on two datasets. We found that in one of the datasets MT was consistently more useful than TM matches, but in the other dataset it was not. We argue that it is necessary to collect extensive data on PED in TM matches in order to be able to easily optimize the TM threshold for any given project.
Introduction
TransPerfect is a large language service provider (LSP) translating about two billion words each year with a strong focus on technology, including machine translation (MT). We provide a variety of different MT services, most of which involve MT post-editing (MTPE). In the past few years, we experienced a steady growth of the share of translations produced with MTPE workflows. This growth can be attributed to the implementation of proprietary neural MT technology (NMT), which has improved the average quality of MT, and consequently increased its benefits and acceptance among our linguist experts community. On average, switching from our previous statistical MT framework to the current neural one decreased the post-editing distance by 9.2%, which means an improvement in quality of approximately 29%.
Our MTPE workflow, similarly to the majority of LSPs, combines translation memory (TM) leverage and MT suggestions. We use the 75% TM threshold, which means that only TM matches of 75% and above are shown to the linguists as draft translations during post-editing, and the rest of the segments are pre-translated by an MT system. This study intends to investigate if the threshold has to be raised considering the increase in MT quality, and if so where the new threshold should lie. In other words, we want to know if the linguists' performance will increase if we use MT suggestions instead of the so-called high fuzzy matches (75-99%), and what it depends on.
We approached this task by measuring the post-editing distance (PED) between the TM matches and the final translation and comparing it to the PED between NMT suggestions and the same final translations. This will show whether the amount of editing that has to be applied to the TM fuzzy matches is greater or smaller than that of NMT output.
For this study we selected two different datasets, which are very similar in regards to their content but differ by language pair: English-Chinese and English-Spanish. This study is intended as an initial stage of a large-scale study that will allow us to draw broader conclusions and create best practices on establishing TM thresholds in NMT post-editing projects.
Background
There have been previous studies that compared MT and TM matches from the point of view of post-editing effort as well as linguists' perception. In one of them it was demonstrated that translators were more productive when editing MT suggestions (from a statistical MT system) than editing fuzzy TM matches from the range of 80-90% (Guerberof, 2009) . In this experiment translators even produced better quality when editing MT suggestions compared to the quality of edited TM matches. One potential explanation for that was the fact that TM matches are valid sentences in the target language and they read naturally (therefore the errors are easier to miss) while MT errors are more obvious, because they often render sentences ungrammatical.
Two related studies (Moorkens and Way, 2016; Rico et al., 2018) also investigated the potential usefulness of MT suggestions compared to TM matches, concluding that having a reliable MT system and a way to predict its performance in many cases is more beneficial than TM leverage. O'Brien (2006) used eye-tracking techniques to study the cognitive load of post-editors and found that the cognitive activity when editing MT suggestions is similar to the activity observed when editing 80-90% fuzzy matches.
This has been confirmed by other studies on the topic, with evidence showing that, while there are still certain prejudices against MT, using MT suggestions instead of TMs increases translators' performance in certain scenarios. For example, it seems that translators are likely to choose MT suggestions over TM matches during post-editing more often if the origin of the suggestion is unknown (i.e. translators do not know whether it comes from MT or TM) . Along the same lines, translators prefer to know whether translation suggestions comes from MT or TM, but they are actually more productive when they are not provided this information (Teixeira, 2014) .
It is especially important to ask now more than ever, as we have observed a leap in MT quality in general with the spread of neural MT systems. While the abovementioned studies used statistical machine translation for the experiments, our prediction is that the advantage of MT suggestions over TM matches will be even stronger when neural MT is used. The most recently published study on the topic (Sanchez-Gijón et al., 2019) does use neural MT for the comparison. This experiment carried out on a small dataset follows the authors' previous studies that used SMT: apart from the edit distance, it considers the editing time and the subjective quality perception of the post-editors. The authors come to the conclusion that using NMT reduces the amount of editing, but does not improve the translators' productivity.
In general terms, the results of these and other related studies (He et al, 2010; Yamada, 2011) point to the fact that in many cases MT suggestions are more useful than TM matches, and therefore it is clear that we should ask ourselves whether the widely used TM threshold of 75% still holds. Nevertheless, the specific practical recommendations resulting from these studies are not defined, as they seem to depend on the specific scenario: the way MT quality is measured, how MT suggestions are presented to the user of the translation environment, and of course the specific characteristic of the MT engine. That is why in the long term, our goal is to establish a new universal TM threshold that would suit TransPerfect specific post-editing setup or, if this threshold varies depending on some conditions, identify these conditions and create a simple guideline for establishing a TM threshold on a project basis.
Experiment Data and Setup
The datasets used for this study included only translation units (TUs) that, at the moment of their translation, matched with the existing segments in the TMs. We retrieved the source segment, the target segment suggestions from the TM, and the final translation of the same segment. In addition, we produced an NMT suggestion for each of the source segments.
For each TU, we compared the target segment from the TM with the final translation and calculated the PED between them. We will refer to these values as PED-TM. We also compared the target produced by the NMT systems with the final translated segment to obtain the values of PED-MT. 1 PED is a standard MT quality metric used at TransPerfect and is very common in the translation industry in general. It evaluates the quality of MT from the point of view of the postediting effort, in other words it shows how many changes the linguists make in the initial draft translation in order to produce final translation. It is based on the Levenshtein edit distance, is character-based, and is presented as a percentage of edited characters over all the characters in the sentence. Lower PED means that less postediting effort required and thus better MT quality.
When talking about the amount of work involved in post-editing, it is common to distinguish technical, temporal and cognitive postediting effort (Krings, 2001) . Even though PED as a method of evaluating post-editing effort is limited only to the technical post-editing effort (i.e. it does not account for the cognitive load of the post-editors, or for the time needed to per-form post-editing), it allows to obtain objective data on the actual amount of editing needed to reach the final translation, and this is a critical factor in improving translators' performance (Plitt and Masselot, 2010; Federico et al., 2012) .
Datasets
For this experiment we selected post-edited texts from past post-editing projects, two different accounts. Dataset ENES contained post-edited files from English into Spanish from the online fashion retail domain. The projects included in the study dated from the time period of January 2018 to March 2019 and were post-edited by 6 different linguists.
Dataset ENZH contained data from a different online fashion retail account, post-edited from English into Chinese by 21 different linguists in the time period of February 2018 to March 2019. The data in the two datasets comes from two different accounts, however, the content is very similar (short fashion product descriptions). We deliberately chose the same content type in order to minimize the impact of different content types on the results, but at the same time we were able to compare the results for two different language pairs.
From both datasets we gathered only the translation units (TUs) that are considered high fuzzy matches, i.e. at the time the file was analyzed against a TM, the leverage score of the segments was from 75% to 99% (both included). The number of TUs in the dataset ENES was 8183, with an average source segment length of 5.6 words. The number of TUs in the dataset ENZH was 7521 with an equal average of 5.6 words per source segment. We distributed the TUs in five groups by ranges of TM match scores, a break-down of all the TUs is shown in The biggest range in terms of segment count is the lowest range of 75-79%. In the ENES dataset, it constitutes 40% of all segments, and in the ENZH it constitutes 37% of all segments.
Neural Machine Translation
The MT systems used for the experiment were proprietary neural MT systems. Both systems are the ones that are currently used in the postediting projects in the two accounts. The ENES system was a generic one, i.e. it was created using a generic training corpus and did not undergo any kind of customization using client data. The ENZH system had been customized using the client TM.
The average post-editing distance of the ENES system on the account content in general (on all segments that were actually post-edited in real projects) was 25.86%, and the average PE distance of this system measured on the dataset selected for this experiment was 30.30%. The average PE distance of the ENZH system on all the post-edited in the account was 23.09%, while the PE distance measured on our dataset was 15.17%.
Results
The results of the comparison of the PED-MT and PED-TM values for the two datasets were strikingly different. In dataset ENES, PED-MT was consistently higher than PED-TM (Figure 1 ). This result was not unexpected, considering the difference in the performance of the two MT systems: the average PED-MT in the ENES dataset was significantly higher than PED-MT in the ENZH dataset. This is of course due to the system customization. We have seen that a customized system can improve the PED by up to 20% compared to a baseline generic system. In fact, we have confirmed this by calculating the PED-MT value on the same ENZH dataset, but using a generic NMT system, and the result was 31.31%, which is significantly higher that the PED-MT value of the customized system (16.61%).
In addition, almost a half of the MT segments in the ENZH dataset (42.5%) were exactly the same as the final translation, i.e. PED-MT was equal to 0% and these segments did not need any editing. (Table 2) .
PED-MT = 0% ENES
1200 (8.3%) ENZH 3378 (42.5%) Table 2 . Number of segments with PED-MT equal to 0 in both datasets.
Based on these results, the ENZH account is, without a doubt, a good candidate for replacing fuzzy matches by NMT suggestions. In fact, we have received feedback from one of the posteditors working on the account, who confirmed our observations and pointed out the following:
"Funny thing is for these files, fuzzy matches take much more time than MT, because the changes in high fuzzy matches need to be carefully identified, but some of the MT is perfect."
Nevertheless, there was one TM range (90-94%) where TM matches had lower PED than MT suggestions. The analysis of the segments revealed one possible reason for this, which is the segment length. The average number of words in the seg-ments of this TM match range was 10.54, which is significantly higher than the average for the dataset (5.6). Our assumption is that this MT system performs worse on longer segments.
We further investigated this assumption on the ENZH dataset. Table 3 shows the average PED-MT and the average segment length in each of the TM match ranges.
TM range
Avg Even thought we observed only weak correlation between the segment length and PED-MT (r=0.32), there is a clear association as the range 90-94% seems to be an exception both in terms of segment length and PED-MT. The reason for that might be that the longer sentences are more challenging for MT to handle. In the retail product descriptions, longer sentences usually constitute a more creative part of a description, which requires substantial modifications in the target language in order for it to sound natural. Shorter sentences, on the other hand, are very straight forward, not creative, and only list the characteristics of the product that normally come from a limited set.
As expected, there was observed an association between the fuzzy match score and the PED-TM value: the correlation was stronger in the ENZH dataset (r=-0.40) and weaker in the ENES dataset (r=-0.20). This means that the higher the fuzzy match the less it needs to be edited. However, MT performs relatively similar in all fuzzy match ranges. This has an implication when choosing a new TM threshold: while some fuzzy matches require more editing than others, MT suggestions require the same amount of editing on average.
Another interesting observation was the difference in the average PED-TM in the two datasets: 25.37% in ENES and 32.24% in ENZH. This is due to the difference in writing systems and the way PED is calculated. The average number of characters in Chinese sentences is lower, and since the PED is calculated as a percentage on the total number of characters, the PED will always be higher. For this reason, if we 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% ENZH PED-MT PED-TM base our TM threshold strategy uniquely on the PED we should treat the languages with characterbased writing systems like Chinese and Japanese differently than European languages. This issue will be discussed in more detail in the following section.
Discussion
The difference in the results obtained for the two datasets demonstrate the importance of the initial high performance of the MT system that is needed in order to provide high-quality segments that will potentially replace fuzzy matches. The main difference between the two MT systems was the fact that one of them was generic and the other one was customized for the client content. NMT system customization with a large amount of highquality data can significantly improve the system performance. An experiment that had been conducted at TransPerfect showed that a customization with additional 100 000 new translation units yields about 4% increase of the PE distance over the baseline system, and the quality grows exponentially when adding more data. Depending on the initial performance and the quality of the data, customization can boost the performance by up to 20% of PED.
This study has shown that, when the performance of the MT system is sufficiently good, replacing fuzzy matches (or at least some of them) reduces the overall post-editing distance, or in other words, the post-editing effort. The challenge lies in establishing the definition of the sufficiently good performance for this specific purpose.
We suggest that one simple approach is comparing the average PED of the MT system on the content type to the post-editing distance required to edit the TM matches, similar to what was done in this study. If we know the average PED-TM for each TM range, we will be able to determine if the MT output requires less or more editing than fuzzy matches, and if so we can raise the TM threshold to the corresponding TM range. For this we need, however, to determine if the average PED-TM values are consistent across all languages and content types. Thus, we have already mentioned that these values can depend on the writing system of the target language: in the TM match range of 75-80%, the average PED-TM in the ENES dataset was around 28% while in the ENZH it was approximately 40%. We need to carry out a largescale comparison that would include other languages and content types in order to have a full picture of PED-TM. Then, we will be able to compare it to the PED-MT in each specific case. For example, if we have an account where NMT is used for postediting from English into Spanish, and we know that the average PED is 18%, we must be able to say with a high degree of certainty that this value is lower than the average PED-TM of TM matches between 75% and 79%, and only then we can raise the TM threshold to 80%. As mentioned in Section 3.1, in both our datasets, 75-79% fuzzy matches constituted about one third of all the TUs, so replacing them by NMT suggestions means improving the quality of approximately one third of all fuzzy matches in postediting projects.
Conclusion and Future Work
This study was the first step in defining optimal TM threshold for MTPE projects with neural MT. Our hypothesis was that using NMT suggestions instead of TM fuzzy matches can reduce, at least in some cases, the post-editing effort. In order to confirm it, we have compared the PED of NMT suggestions with PED of TM fuzzy matches of different ranges. The results obtained in the two datasets were very different in two aspects. First, the general quality of the NMT systems used varied significantly. When the PED-MT values were low (meaning good MT performance), the MT suggestions required less editing than the TM matches, and so in this case we could see the benefits of replacing them by MT. However, when the general MT quality is lower (for example, when the MT system is generic and not customized for the content type), the TM matches continue to me the best source of draft translation.
Given these results, the next step in optimizing the MTPE workflow will consist in gathering data on the average PED of different ranges of TM matches in a wide variety languages and content types. This will allow us to compare the PED-MT with PED-TM for any given project.
Along with the post-editing distance, there are other metrics we use to measure post-editing effort, the most common being post-editing time. PE time and distance do not always correlate. Post-editing activity involves time spent on understanding the source segment and the MT/TM suggestion and assessing if the latter is usable. In fact, studies of linguists' behavior during postediting have shown that they mostly spend time on contemplating the changes than executing them (Koehn, 2009 ). As part of future work, we are planning to compare the time required to edit NMT suggestions with the time it takes to edit TM fuzzy matches.
